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Suits on the Sand

BEACH CLEANUP PROGRAM
WHAT IS SUITS ON THE SAND?

SUITS ON THE SAND IS HEAL THE BAY'S SPONSORSHIP BEACH CLEANUP PROGRAM.

We'll bring everything you need to do a beach cleanup to the location of your choosing. All your group needs to do is bring some signed waivers and we'll handle the rest!
WHAT'S INCLUDED

HEAL THE BAY PROVIDES:

- Reusable buckets
- Gloves
- Trash bags
- Sign-in/fueling station: table, tent, chairs, water, and hand sanitizer
- Data cards and pencils
- Permitting
- Insurance

In an effort to keep our cleanups as low-waste as possible, we encourage all participants to bring their own reusable water bottles!
BEACH TALK
We’ll start things off with a brief introductory beach talk outlining how pollution reaches the ocean and how individual members of the community can help.

TEAMBUILDING
We incorporate a team-building component by splitting the group off into teams and holding two competitions: most trash by weight and most cigarette butts.

CLEANUP
Participants will clean the beach for the remaining time, and we’ll gather everyone back together at the end to announce totals and award prizes to the winners of the competition!
READY TO BOOK?

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:

Our Corporate Partnerships team at
SuitsontheSand@healthebay.org

We look forward to seeing you on the sand soon!